Model KXSA
Combination Splitter Damper
and Round Neck Equalizing Grid

Imperial [IP] Dimensions
Metric (SI) in Parentheses

Notes:
1. Construction is steel.
2. Standard finish is electrocoat acrylic baked enamel. Other finishes available on request.
3. Standard color is #04 Gray. Other colors are available on request.
4. Unit can be mounted directly to the core of any Carnes Round Diffuser, or in the duct further upstream.
5. Equalizing grid blades are individually adjustable for fine control.
6. When mounted upstream from diffuser, operator can be fitted with Model KXDA Extension Rod to allow for operation of splitter damper from the face of the diffuser.
7. Operator for splitter damper is adjustable via flat blade screw driver.
8. Operator is shipped loose for field installation.

Model KXSA shown installed above 3-position round diffuser Model SSMA at branch.